
Life Application Notes
Galatians 3:15-25 - 21st March 2021

Last week we discussed why the idea of being justified by the law is so flawed, and that the
assurance of our salvation must come through faith alone. Paul used the example of
Abraham to illustrate his point. However it may bring the question of, if Grace is fully
sufficient - why was the law even required? This passage continues to expand on this
theme of the Law and Paul lays out some theology on what the purpose of it was and can
help us see how it is relevant to us today!

● Read Galatians 3:15-25 together.

Verse 15: Paul starts to further unpack the idea of the blessing given to Abraham that is
discussed in v6-14. Paul uses an ‘everyday’ example of a human covenant (legal
will/promise) to compare with the covenant that God makes with Abraham in Genesis 15.

● Have you ever entered into a contract? Did it have words stating the
consequences of breaking it?

○ The covenant that God entered into with Abraham through the ceremony in
Genesis 15 was so significant that the one giving the promise would die
before breaking it!

Verses 16-18: Paul explains how the law does not and cannot overrule the covenant that
God made to Abraham.

● What would the effect be if a ‘free’ gift had terms and conditions?
Paul suggests that if the law was required for salvation it would undermine the promise given
to Abraham. The conflict regarding salvation is between ‘performance’ and ‘promise’.

● Why do you think that these two routes to salvation are so conflicting?

Verse 19: Paul addresses the question we might all be thinking right now - why is the law
there anyway if it is Grace that saves?

● What does Paul say is the timescale for the law’s use? (“until the Seed to whom
the promise referred had come” - this is Jesus!)

● What does trying to obey all of the rules of the law reveal?
The law is there to provide sight of sin, not salvation. It is there to show us that we
are law-breakers and we cannot be perfect law keepers. We can’t keep all of the law
perfectly!

Verse 20: This verse is confusing - some commentators think this relates to Moses but we
really don’t know much more than that!

Verse 21: What conclusion does Paul come to in this verse? (that if the law had the
ability to save then it would be utilised in that way - it cannot give life, salvation, in the way
that Grace can.)
If the law could save then there would be no requirement for grace/faith/the promise. The
law must have a different purpose to the promise. Paul is correcting the thinking that
performance based law following achieves the blessing (this was the addition that the



Judaisers were teaching) - if we think back to v3 - ‘achieving’ by human effort isn’t going to
work. As soon as something is based on performance it is no longer a free gift - which grace
is!

Verse 22: Here Paul uses the terms ‘Scripture imprisoned all the world to sin’. What do you
think this means? The law shows us how we are not righteous, not how we can become
righteous. We require a rescue!

● How then can we become righteous? GRACE!

Verses 23-24: Paul describes two purposes of the law - if it isn’t there to provide
salvation what is it for?

● The first way the law is described here is that it is like protective custody (a useful
metaphor) in that it guards (imprisons) us.

○ What does the law show us about ourselves?
The law convicts us of our sin and shows us just how much we need
redemption. The law addressed the issue of Sin by also providing a sacrificial
system and societal framework.

● The second way the law is described is that of a guardian/teacher/tutor.
○ What does the law lead us to? In this instance the law is there to lead us to

Christ! The law doesn’t conflict with the gospel of grace - in fact it supports it.

Verse 25: Paul reminds us that we are no longer under the rule of the law, because we
now have grace by which we gain salvation!
It is easy to start with an attitude much like in v1, where we are fully focussed on Christ
however we can easily drift like the Galatians to become like v3 - looking inwards at our own
performance and feeling like we need to earn our way back. Paul is leading us and the
Galatians back to a cross-centered perspective.

● When are we most likely to look at our own efforts to make us acceptable to
God?

● How does knowing God’s law increase your gratitude to Christ?
○ The law shows us how big a debt we owe that Christ pays. If we think we

aren’t that bad then we won’t see the point in Grace.

This passage continues on to speak about our status through faith in Jesus. Verse 25 states
that we are no longer under the ‘guardian’ of the law but under grace through faith in Jesus -
next week we will be looking more at what justification through faith provides - it is all about
bringing us back to God as sons and daughters!


